[Quantitative estimation of information influence of law intensive laser radiation on macro- and the microelement status in patients of the senior age groups].
Law intensive laser radiation is a multifactorial, inherently information-power influence on biological tissues. Coinciding under characteristics with natural, the dosed out external influence is necessary for live organisms not only as a source of free energy, but also as the supplier of building materials. As an alarm indicator we had chosen the change of concentration of microcells in blood whey, owing to high sensitivity of this parameter. Photoexcitation conducts to acceleration of chemical reactions, in particular the oxidation-reduction. The probability of "capture" of a photon by a molecule depends on its energy and from power level of a molecule. Absorption of a photon by a molecule occurs when the direction transition coincides with fluctuations of an electric vector of a light wave. Efficiency of carrying over can be defined on time of a life of a luminescence. The quantum exit can be expressed through the relation of intensity of fluorescence to a difference of capacities of falling and leaving light streams. As a result of occurrence of a gradient of temperature in around membrane areas there is a change of electric potential of a membrane that causes outflow of ions from a membrane. Thereof the albuminous channels causing active transportation of ions and polar molecules reveal. As a result of change of electrochemical ionic balance lability of microcells to information doses of laser influence is provided.